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i’m a window.

—yusef komunyakaa

					 editor’s note
Jay,
A few weeks ago I was looking at the journal I kept when I first met you
during the summer of 2004. That’s how I’ve been finding you every time
I see you lately: I stumble across you by accident, not expecting you, and
my breath catches in my throat. I’ve only found bits and pieces of you, like
you’ve exploded, covering my life in your dust, the kind of dust that fills
lungs and makes it hard to breathe.
I found your name, address, phone number, and screenname written
at the top of a page. You wrote in black pen, your letters tall and skinny
and awkward. The four-hour conversation we’d had about writing the night
before wouldn’t leave my mind: We perched on my blue stars-and-moon
sheets, whispering in the dark so we wouldn’t wake my roommate. I met a
Creative Writing major from Massachusetts last night, I wrote the next day.
I love meeting writers. They get me in ways other people don’t. I remember
looking at the profile of your face against the light of a streetlamp outside,
a silver barbell dotting either side of your pointed eyebrow. I thought you
looked a little like Justin Timberlake when you smiled.
We were fresh from high school when we met, and I stumbled into you
then, too, my knees weak from the force of my steady little 18-year-old life
shaking loose, like letting down hair that’s been kept in a tight bun for a
lifetime. You caught me at a time in my life that was defined by transience:
I moved four hours away from home to follow a dream that I was starting
to doubt was practical; my sexuality was shifting under my feet. But then,
there you were: a boy who looked like Justin Timberlake in the right light,
a good kisser, and, most importantly, a writer.
Eventually, as we grew older and more and more into the people we
were meant to be, you turned from the writer who looked like Justin Timberlake into Jay. As time passed the passion in our friendship receded and
we grew into the kind of friends who could share a bed and have no tension
lying between us.
I hate how, after someone dies, the people who are left behind romanticize the dead, forgetting faults and coating memories in saccharine. I don’t
ever want to do that to you. I don’t ever want to be left with half-truths
about you, with only the good stuff and none of the not-quite-as-good:
People are not black-and-white like that, not you especially. You had so
many sides, so many different facets. I’ve heard many people say that you
were constantly reinventing yourself.
I can’t claim to have seen all of who you are, but I like to think that we
were still closer than most people. I couldn’t remember by our junior year
what it felt like to kiss you, though I still remember, even now, the smell of
the body spray you’d put on in the morning while I would lie in your bed on

the sheets you hadn’t washed in months. You always wore wifebeaters, and
one morning you explained that your wallet and cell phone went in your
left pocket, but your keys got clipped to the belt loop above your right
pocket. And I still remember the mole in the middle of your tattoo—I used
it like sonar to locate your tattoo on your back when I had my eyes shut.
During one conversation we had in early 2005 you said that you weren’t
sure that writing was something you were meant to do, but that you felt like
it was too late to turn around. You had invested too much time and energy
to give up now, and so you would trek onward. That conversation made
me realize I was meant to write: I promised myself that, like you, I would
always try to figure out how to make my relationship with writing work.
And almost three years later I’m still working at this thing, the thing that
drew us together in the first place.
You said once you thought your poems didn’t have any power, that
they didn’t move people. When I read your words with the distance of age
behind me, I feel something profound emanating from them; I think the
strength of your words comes from the many levels of you and how you’d
struggled your entire life with trying to integrate the many parts of who you
were. And I wish you could feel what I feel now, in your absence, in the lack
of a cohesive you: I wish you could see how deeply you have affected my life,
how deeply you have affected so many people.
You submitted to the Sandy River Review every semester since your
freshman year of college, but somehow, none of your writing ever got published. I want you to know that the poem of yours that Jacques, the assistant
editor this semester, and I selected to publish in this issue—it was not one
you had submitted to the Sandy, but I guarantee that, if you had, it would
have been published. Jay, I wish you had been able to see just how good of
a writer you are.
I’ve got the rest of my life to go without you, but I like to imagine
that, out there, you’re still checking Facebook and reading science fiction
books that give you ideas about how to better humanity and writing poems
when the mood strikes you. It helps me to think that you’re still pushing
on somewhere, too, so I think I’ll do the same: I’ll keep trekking forward.
Especially if I keep stumbling into pieces of you along the way. And I’ll find
you everywhere: in smiles, in Justin Timberlake, in my notebooks.
Andrea
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prelude

danielle leblanc

Gathering his limbs to his chest, the boy
rocks his heels against the split-wood planks
of the old dock; he is thinking of satellites.
Across the pond, a tawny-haired woman
folds herself into an apple and weeps great
brown seeds into her apron. Two men
are kissing in the woods nearby, pulling
leaves from their pockets, aware of every
cricket song and twig snap. They listen
as a white cat unwinds from the rusted axle
of an old pick-up truck. He is thinking of mice fur
and warm human legs. An ant is flipped
from the wind-ruffled pages of a notebook
where the poet placed words in the breaths
between animals and machines. The sun slips
below the tree line, an egg yolk globe tipping
over a cracked shell, while the sky yawns pink
to deep blue and the boy can’t help
but think of satellites with their wings
of mirrors refracting technical signals
of infinite light, of human connection.
He thinks of sounds that ripple the way
water plunks under his dangling toes,
growing larger and rounder, touching
each fingertip of each star, of each skin cell,
each eyelash and pulsing molecule,
until tipping over the border of forever.
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six moments in the potential
life of charles lindbergh

matthew jude

1
Yesterday, as I was leaving my apartment in New York, I saw a little boy
take three steps off the sidewalk and get run over by a car.
2
I loved airplanes and maps as a kid. I especially loved maps of Europe.
I traced the borders of those thirty or so little countries with my finger and
thought about how they each had their own languages and clothes. I could
picture the continent from above, thirty clumps of color, each differently
shaped. I decided I wanted to be the first person to fly there. I got all fired up
about it. But when I was nine, my mother told me about Charles Lindbergh,
and that he had already flown across the Atlantic Ocean.
3
When I was 25, I had a girlfriend named Linda. We both loved Elton
John and sex. One time, we combined them. Halfway through the sex part I
paused because Elton was singing my favorite lyrics, and they went like this:
And now I know
Spanish Harlem are not just pretty words to say.
I thought I knew,
Now I know that rose trees never grow in New York City.
Afterwards, I apologized, and we started the sex part again. A month later,
we found out Linda was pregnant.
4
When I told my mother over the phone about the abortion, she said,
“You shouldn’t have gotten one.”
“What was I supposed to do?” I said. “I can’t raise a child.”
“But think of the life you’re taking away. Your child could’ve been the
person who cures cancer or something.”
“But what if it didn’t cure cancer?” I asked. “What if it didn’t do anything?”
We said nothing for a while.
When my mother spoke again, her voice felt soft. “What was it going
to be?” she asked.
I said, “She would have been a little baby girl named Rose.”
2

“That’s sweet,” she said. Roses are my mother’s favorite flower. She said,
“I care about you, you know.”
“I know,” I said.
She stopped for a while again. Then she said, “I’m scared that you don’t
care about yourself anymore.”
5
I was watching the History Channel about a year ago. Charles Lindbergh
was landing his plane, the Spirit of Saint Louis, after his famous flight. I
thought about our lives being switched. I would be on TV arriving in
Europe. Potentially, my whole life could have been as Charles Lindbergh,
and he would have been the one with the shattered dreams.
6
Last night, I had a dream about the little boy who got run over. I grabbed
him by the shoulders. I didn’t pull him out of the way of the car, just looked
him in the eye and said, Maybe you didn’t look both ways before crossing
the street because you didn’t think a car would hit you. So what if you died
too early to cure cancer? So what if you weren’t Charles Lindbergh? Maybe
you don’t need to do something huge to live a full life. And maybe that’s
okay because one time, when you were nine, it was your mother’s birthday
and you wanted to pick roses for her, and maybe you spent all day walking
the streets of the city looking for a rose because making your mother happy
that one time was all you wanted to do to with your life, but you never found
one because rose trees never grow in New York City.

3

girl on rock
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| robbie kanner

how to get over an old flame

mary ellms

First, before the flame is actually “old,” become obsessed with him. Think
about how you will no longer spend your nights alone watching reruns of
The Bachelor. Think how the snow will not feel cold when it pelts you when
you’re with him, how all types of lighting will seem romantic, how you can
finally get your mother off your back. Imagine at least seven different ways
he could propose and you could still pretend to be surprised. Decide what
color bridesmaids’ dresses you want and conclude that even though you want
only three bridesmaids, you’ll have to add his pesky little sister to the lineup. Tell your intentions to your sister and your girlfriends but not to him. If
he knew how to read you at all – if he could interpret your clingy physical
contact, your intense paranoia about everything he says, your sudden interest
in ritzy resorts in the Bahamas – he’d know how you feel.
But he won’t know. They never do. He will ask you out the first time
because of the way you sing Billy Joel while waitressing at the bar where he
plays pool with his friends. He will like you because of the way your black
skirt clings to your hips and how nonchalant you always seem, even though
he’ll discover how much you hate having to wear that skirt at work and that
you’re passionate about welfare, animal rights, and raising the minimum
wage. Even though he’ll have feelings for you, those feelings will frighten
him since the last relationship he was in ended when he found his girlfriend
and his brother entwined on his bed. You’ll have no idea what happened to
him before, though, so when he tries to keep from becoming too attached
to you, you won’t understand why.
You will see each other for a few months without any true commitment
from him. He will take you out to dinner and a play, but after you’ve fallen
asleep with your naked limbs twisted around his, he’ll grab his clothes and
leave. He’ll agree to cuddle with you and watch Breakfast at Tiffany’s one
night, and the next he’ll be at the bar until last call with his buddies. While
he’s puking into your toilet, kneel next to him, rub his back, and say, “This’ll
teach you to watch the Red Sox at the bar,” hoping that it will encourage
him to stay home with you and the dog next time.
But it won’t. He’ll mumble, slightly out of breath, “Nah. That’s how
you have to watch the Sox.”
Wonder if he thinks you are unwilling to watch sports with him. Admit
to yourself that you are. Say, “Well, tomorrow I’ll make nachos, and you can
invite the guys over here.” Watch him sit up and slide his back up against
the toilet. Think of how that area of his freckled back that you love to kiss
is now pressed up against the condensation on the bowl. Hope he showers
before he comes to bed.
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Follow through with your promise to entertain him and his buddies.
Make any and all forms of macho-man food, keep their cups full, and stay
out of the living room as much as possible. Lock yourself in your bathroom,
call your girlfriend, and tell her that you have no idea why you make so
much effort to keep him happy when he can’t make a commitment to you.
Wonder why he isn’t as constantly horny as every other guy you’ve dated,
why he doesn’t talk about you to his friends, why he’s afraid to spend an
entire night at your apartment. Listen to your girlfriend tell you to just dump
him already. Consider dumping him. Hang up when he hollers to you from
the living room. Wonder how long it will take for your life to become like
a romantic comedy.
He will want to take you out the next day. Whether it’s because he
genuinely enjoys your company or because he feels he owes you, you’ll never
know. Tell yourself it’s because he’s seen how good you are with his friends
and this has caused him to realize how much he loves you. Expect him to
pop the question at any time. Calculate how long it will take you to find a
pay phone and call your mother with the good news.
He will take you downtown to that coffee shop you love. You will walk
by two jewelry stores on the way. You will slow down as you pass, glance in
the windows, point out that you think giant diamonds are tacky and that
you will gladly settle for something small. He will be completely oblivious,
maybe because of the girl slinking by in her so-mini-it’s-barely-there skirt and
heels, or maybe because of the electronics store with the big screen televisions
in the front window playing SportsCenter. Tell yourself it’s not because he
doesn’t want to marry you. Maybe he’s already gotten the ring. Maybe he
got a big diamond. Pray he didn’t get the big diamond, or, that if he did, he
wasn’t devastated by what you just said.
Let him play with your fingers. Wonder if he’s thinking how nice a diamond would look on your left hand. Wonder if you are seriously as shallow
as you think you are. Ask yourself if he knows how much you want to marry
him and wonder how much getting married before thirty freaks him out.
When you get back to your apartment and he corners you, peppering your
neck with kisses, acknowledge that he must have contemplated marrying
you at least once. Admit to yourself that you love him so much that it hurts
to think about a life without him. Do not tell anyone your realization: the
second you say it out loud, it will be jinxed.
Once you realize this, he will begin to distance himself. He has, in
fact, thought about your future together, and the idea of telling his family
(including his brother) about how serious you are scares the hell out of him.
But you will not know why, and your girlfriends will not know why. His
friends will know why, but they will not tell you. You think maybe you’re
smothering him. Maybe he’s picking up your signals, and they’re freaking
him out. Maybe he knows that you’re angry with him for being indecisive.
But since you don’t know about what happened with his ex-girlfriend and
his brother, you’ll assume that there is something seriously wrong with him
6

(you got mad at him once when he tried to tell you how one of his ex-girlfriends always wore makeup to bed, so he never talked about his exes to you
again). Whatever it is, he’ll begin to act differently. You will kiss him the way
you did your first night together, but he won’t reciprocate. You will let him
watch whatever he wants on television, you will let him have his friends over
whenever he wants, but somehow, something is different. He doesn’t touch
you the way he once did, and he doesn’t speak to you the way he used to.
You will be baffled. You will not see it coming.
He will drag this out for months if you let him. You will not let him.
Confront him one night while he’s watching the Pats play the Giants. Say,
“We need to talk,” and watch him cringe. He’ll ask if you can talk later, and
then you’ll snap off the television and say, “Nope, now.” He’ll try to hide
his anger by biting his lip. You’ll sit next him on the couch and say, “What’s
been going on lately?”
He won’t know what you mean. “I don’t know what you mean.”
“With us,” you’ll say. “What happened?”
Watch him sigh and shift away from you. “I don’t know. I’ve just had
a lot going on lately.”
Say, “I thought we had something here. I don’t know what happened
to us.”
He’ll say, “I don’t know, either. I just think we both have some things
we need to work out.”
“Really? What is there that I need to work out?”
“Well,” he’ll try to find the right words, “you haven’t really been honest
with me, for one.”
“I haven’t been honest?” You’ll be very angry at him for saying this.
“You always act like you don’t care about anything. How am I supposed
to know what you care about and what you don’t? I don’t read minds.”
“Obviously, I care about us. I wouldn’t be talking to you right now if
I didn’t.”
“I just don’t know if I can trust you yet. And it’s not a problem with
you. It’s me.”
Even though the problem really is him, you won’t believe it. You’ll think
he’s feeding you a clichéd line so he can get off the hook as easily as possible.
Hit his chest with your fists the way Molly Ringwald hits Andrew McCarthy
in Pretty in Pink. “Why don’t you just say it? Say how you really feel. If you
don’t want to be with me anymore, that’s fine. Just say it.”
He’ll push you away and sigh again. “I just think we should take some
time off. I’m not ready for the kind of relationship you want.”
You’ll be stunned. You knew having this talk with him wasn’t going to
be pretty, but you didn’t know that he actually wanted to break up with you.
Debate whether or not you should force him to stay with you or just go your
own way. Think of your poor mother back home who will simply have to wait
even longer for you to tie the knot. Decide it’s time to find someone else.
Say something like, “You act like I cheated on you,” so you’ll feel like a
7

moron when you find out about his ex-girlfriend later on. Then say, “I don’t
want to be in a relationship with someone who can’t trust me,” and storm
out of the room.
You won’t help him move his stuff out; he won’t have much at your
apartment anyway. You’ll want to help, maybe you’ll even pack his shirts
and books into a cardboard box for him, but when it comes time for him
to actually leave, you’ll be too busy at work to help. You won’t say goodbye.
You’ll come home from work and hate how different you feel, knowing he’ll
never be back. You won’t know if it’s a good change or a bad change; you’ll
just hate that there’s a change at all.
Seek comfort from your sister and your girlfriends. They will tell you that
he was scum anyway, and that they’re surprised you stayed with him as long
as you did. Call your mother and steel yourself against her impatience. She
will tell you that you are like a black widow spider, always luring in men and
then trapping them until they panic and die. Wonder if she has a point.
When you hang up, go to the bathroom and cry. There you will find
that he has left something behind: a razor. You’ll never know if he forgot it
or if he left it there intentionally to torment you. Pick it up and see it as a
symbol of your romantic dreams that will never materialize. Carry it around
in your purse for a while as a souvenir.
One day, a few weeks after the split, you will run into his smarmy little
sister downtown. She will approach you as though you two can still be
friends. Remind yourself that her brother was the only reason you were ever
nice to her. Remember why that was when she says, “I heard he dumped
you. That must suck.”
Fight the urge to thump her in the head with your purse. Say, “Yeah,
but it was for the best. We both had different expectations for the relationship.” Wonder if she in her nineteen-year-old state of mind can comprehend
what that means.
That is when she’ll say, “Yeah. I think it was just too soon after what
happened with his last girlfriend.”
You’ll want to pretend not to care, but you won’t be able to stop yourself.
“What happened?”
“Well, let’s just say that Max can’t keep it in his pants.”
“Your brother Max?”
“The one and only.”
You won’t understand what that has to do with anything. “So?”
“Well, your old boyfriend came home one day and found Max
pleasuring his girlfriend.”
You will be stunned, shocked, blown away, especially since you hadn’t
seen any warning signs. “When did that happen?”
“Oh, a couple months before you two got together, I guess. So I think
you two just got together at a bad time. He should’ve given himself some
more time after that.”
While you’re trying to find a way to tactfully ask what happened between
8

her brothers and how they were doing (“they” meaning one more than the
other), she’ll say, “Well, I’m gonna miss my train. It was nice seeing you,
though,” and then she’ll be gone.
Feel horrible. Contemplate calling him. Contemplate going to his apartment and giving him a hug. Wonder why he never told you. Wonder if he
will consider taking you back if you promise to change. Wonder if he
actually loved you all along. Call your sister and your girlfriends and tell them.
They will tell you that, if he couldn’t explain his apprehensions to you, he’s
not worth the trouble of trying to get back together. After days of struggling
and doubting, you will finally convince yourself that you believe them. You
will still carry his razor around with you, but it will be as a reminder of the
little secrets you’ll never know about people, not as a reminder of him. Or
at least you won’t admit that it is.
And then, one day, weeks after you’ve stopped dwelling on him, and
a day or two after you’ve started dating someone else, you’ll lose the razor
downtown; you’ll drop it as you rummage through your purse when you’re
getting on the subway or when you’re stepping over a vent. When you realize
it’s gone, you’ll stop and think about him. You’ll wonder what he’s doing now
and if he ever thinks of you. You’ll wonder why you were still carrying his
razor around, and how long you would have carried it had you not dropped
it. Then you’ll go on your way.
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i don’t think they’d understand
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| mollie lyne

seven years after
you left me for arizona

courtney bengtson

You ask me to remember you, but
I can only conjure the flickering
image of an old projector, less
substantial with each tired flash
of yellow light, skipping through
the last slides over and over, fading
because the man who tends them
has fallen asleep, and the audience
grew tired long ago of the listless
images, more shadow than substance,
more memory than man.
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fear of birds
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| emily young

feeling twin falls

jeffrey tuckerWinner of the Fall 2008 Editors’ Choice Award
It costs so much I know / But I guess I need to know what it 		
would have felt like to be right. / But I’m getting tired all over 		
again so hurry up and get here because I’m still waiting...just 		
like I’ve always been.
—Texas is the Reason, “Back and to the Left”

“Can you pass the sun?” my daughter asks from behind me, five years and
forty pounds of kindergarten moxie slouched in a second-hand booster seat,
her face greasing the right-rear passenger window. She’s fascinated with the
sky, has been ever since her mother taught her to read Goodnight Moon on her
own—the book leans against the booster seat, bouncing with the road—and
she’s stared out the window into the Idaho blue ever since we left Twin Falls
this morning. And, yeah, the moon is still out (she’s said “Good day” to it
a dozen times now), but the sun, the clouds, the birds, it’s all got her. “Can
you pass the sun?” she asks again. “It’s still in fwont of us. It’s weally fast.” I
bite my lip. Her school doesn’t offer speech lessons, so we’re trying to find
a private teacher. It’s not cheap. Not that it matters in the end—a girl’s got
to be able to pronounce Rs.
Maybe Goodnight Moon isn’t responsible for my daughter’s behavior. I
mean, I remember spacing it as a kid, looking out classroom windows, car
windows, whatever. But this is different, at least for me: so my ex-wife calls
me a week ago, it must have been around ten o’ clock at night, and she’s
crying. “Mabel just read me Goodnight Moon,” she sputters, “and, Max, she
didn’t miss a beat. Every word—perfect!” And I’m thinking, Great, I always
knew she was a smart kid, and I tell Jeanne as much, but after hanging up,
I sit there, working just to breathe. When Jeanne and I divorced, I handled
the screaming, the looks from her parents, the division of the house, but six
months later Mabel makes it through Goodnight Moon by herself – at age five!
– and I feel dropkicked in the crotch. No, like I missed an alimony payment,
and now Mabel’s going hungry. Or both.
The hardest part, I guess, is knowing that I’m going to feel dropkicked
for a long time. I mean, reading all of Goodnight Moon at age five, that’s an
omen. She’ll be up here with her mom in Twin Falls, winning science fairs
and spelling bees, waiting by the mailbox for essay contest prizes and scholarships to arrive—I know I’m jumping ahead here, but that’s what a father
does when he lives three hours away, across and beyond the Interstate 84
sagebrush museum. I’ll be down in Salt Lake City building more carwashes
and gas stations, and Mabel will be sprinting her way to valedictorian status.
I hope she calls me for homework help, not that she’ll need it.
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It’s easy to let thoughts like that take over, which is ironic, really, since I
am with her now, right now, something I argued for so hard in court. I wanted
full custody, though, not just this. Mabel’s mom countered – and rightly so
– that I’d always be working on a client’s building project or planning the
next building project, and that Mabel would be a latchkey kid. I knew she
was right, but, when it comes to his children, a father’s got to hold the line,
even when he knows he’s wrong. I’ve been called selfish for that, but it’s true:
a father fights for his flesh and blood, no matter what. It’s like when I was
a couple years older than Mabel and I threw a rock through the neighbor’s
window on a dare. My dad defended me, told the neighborhood that I didn’t
have it in me to do such a thing, and he said that when he already had to
strap me nearly every week for burning things or pulling my sister’s hair.
But, six months ago, the judge didn’t see it my way. Now I do my fighting
on weekends and holidays at the tourist traps outside Twin Falls.
Today we travel the same road we did three years ago, back when we
drove up to Twin Falls from Salt Lake City to show Mabel off to my ex’s
family. We spent a couple days in Twin then and took Mabel walking in
farmers’ fields along the irrigation ditches. She loved it, clapping her hands
and squealing, “Daddy, go fish!” over and over whenever we got close to
the water. After that, we headed up to Sun Valley. I was still in school back
then, so we couldn’t afford much at the resort, and we mainly let Mabel
watch the swans in the artificial lake they’ve got. My ex spent the trip back
to Salt Lake sitting backwards in the passenger seat, singing “The Cat Came
Back” to Mabel whenever she requested it, which was always. Always was
abundant back then.
So here we are, pulling into the one attraction within a fifty-mile radius
of Twin that I haven’t carried Mabel to over the past six months. My heart
sped up this morning when my ex said, “The ice cave—yeah, that’s probably
the only thing left to do, isn’t it,” and she looked at me like, After this, you’re
beaten. But I’ll find something—like I said, a father holds the line.
And, no, I don’t expect the ice cave to be all that thrilling; I saved it for
last, hoping that I’d find something else, anything other than a hole filled
with ice. The caves around Twin, they’re not that pretty—mainly lava tubes,
sharp, dark places that collapse over time. But Mabel seemed to like the idea,
and now we spy the sunflower-yellow sign at the entrance, the letters drawn
in snow-covered black: Ice Cave. But then she sees the dinosaur.
“Why is an Indian on that dinosauw’s head?” she ventures, her face still
up against the glass. Sure enough: one brontosaurus, fifteen feet tall and
green as a shamrock with dragon spikes running down its back – papier
mâché? – and, perched atop its head, a burnt-sienna Shoshone brave, probably made of the same stuff the dinosaur’s made of, its black wig tossing in
the Idaho breeze.
“Your guess is as good as mine, Mabe,” I say, thinking, Forget the
Indian—why a dinosaur? I park the car, and yes, they’re papier mâché; a
wayward strip hangs off. How did they reinforce fifteen feet of newspaper?
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“Maybe he got tie-wahd,” Mabel says. “He needed a wide.”
“Maybe,” I say, helping her out of the booster seat. There’s a ring of rustred wooden shacks surrounding the dirt parking lot, one with a sign that says
“Museum,” and another that looks vaguely like a house with a rattling swamp
cooler balancing on top. More sculptures are scattered around the property:
a second green dinosaur, smaller than the first; an elephant; a turtle; a statue
of “Chief Washakie” that’s got to be twenty feet high.
A woman’s voice calls, “Come in!” from the third shack, its door swinging
slightly in the wind, tables of antique kitsch flanking its flaking sides. There’s
an old barrel lid hanging on the wall, the words “Toasted Head” burned into
it beneath the charred image of a fire-breathing bear. Dinosaurs, Indians,
fire-breathing bears. Huh.
I take Mabel’s hand and usher her through the open door. “Next tour
leaves in thirty minutes,” a pear-shaped woman says from behind a sales counter, her face a sandpaper shade of brown. “Fourteen dollars,” she adds.
“A tour?” I ask.
“Ten-fifty,” another female voice says from an open supply closet in the
back. “Kids are half-price,” and she staggers into the room carrying a saggy
cardboard box, sets it down on the counter. “Saw you two in the parking
lot.”
“Oh,” I say. Then, again. “There’s a tour?”
“Yep, trained tour guides,” she says, brushing a cattail of hair – it’s dyed
somewhere between auburn and purple – from her face. Then, pointing at
my short sleeves, “Even lend you a sweater.” It is an ice cave, I guess. “You,
too,” she says to Mabel, and Mabel’s face pinks.
“Next tour leaves in thirty minutes,” the pear-lady repeats, more to the
other girl than to me.
“Right, right,” the dyed-hair girl grunts, picking up the box again and
heading for the door. “I’ll be ready.”
So I fork over the cash and walk Mabel around the room. They’ve got
some semi-precious stones for sale, some geodes, some lamps made out of
salt crystal chunks. Signs saying “You break it, you buy it” are everywhere.
Mabel’s not into rocks, so we head outside.
In the sun, the girl’s hair is definitely purple: a thin, grape Kool-Aid
kind of shade. She’s standing on a plastic patio chair hanging brass-pipe wind
chimes on a clothesline strung between two of the shacks. There are eight on
the line so far. In the wind, it’s like a junior high band tuning up. Mabel’s
ahead of me now, making a beeline for the chimes. She stops right below
them, cocks her head back, stares. The brass is blinding in the sun.
I’m still not sure how old the girl is. Her t-shirt’s cut short and her faded
jeans are tight and slung low, flashing bare stomach when she hangs the
chimes, so I’d put her a few years younger than me. (Jeanne stopped dressing
like that when she turned thirty, saying that too many women were “pushing it these days” and she didn’t want to be one of them.) But, as I come up
behind Mabel, the girl’s freckles jump out at me—they cover her bare arms,
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even her stomach. Most twenty-somethings don’t have sun damage yet, but
maybe she’s got sensitive skin. Her skin is taut enough; it doesn’t bulge over
the waist of her jeans, so she can’t be that old.
“You like my chimes?” she calls down at Mabel, who takes a step back,
doesn’t say anything. Coming off the chair, she gets down on one knee and
asks, “What’s your name?”
“What’s yours?” I ask.
“I’m Jasher,” she says, still looking at Mabel, finally holding out her
hand, which Mabel gives a tepid rattle. “Pleased to meet you.” Then she
stands up. “And you are?”
“I’m Max,” I say, and we shake. Veins stick out from the back of her
brown, freckled hand. It’s a firm handshake. “So what’s in the museum? I
got thirty minutes to kill.”
“Mainly old deer heads.” Mabel looks up at me, her eyes wide, and I
take her hand. “Some polished rocks, if you’re into that.”
“Not really.”
“Ah.”
But then this stocky white dog comes tearing around the corner of the
museum—it’s chasing a rabbit, barking to wake the dead, headed straight
for us. Mabel wraps herself around my leg.
“Petey!” Jasher screams, moving between us and the charging dog. “Petey,
halt!” And, so help me, the dog does, right in front of her feet. The rabbit runs
into a hole under Chief Washakie. “Das ist fantastisch, mein süsser Kuchen.”
She’s petting the dog’s head, patting its ribs. “Sehr gut, Petey.”
“Your dog?” I ask.
“This is Petey,” Jasher says to Mabel. “He’s an English pit bull, but don’t
let that scare you. Watch,” she says, picking up a pebble from the ground and
balancing it on the tip of the dog’s snout. The dog doesn’t move. “Now,” she
says, “Jetzt!” In a white flash, the dog flicks the pebble in the air, leaps up,
and catches it in its mouth. “Sehr gut,” Jasher says again, picking the rock
out of Petey’s mouth.
“Wow,” I say. “Is that German?”
“I train them for the police around here,” she says. “We use German
so the criminals can’t command the dogs to stop chasing them.” Now she’s
stroking his sides. “Poor Petey here flunked out of the program. They said you
were too aggressive, mein Kuchen, but they don’t know what they’re talking
about, no, they don’t...” She’s mumbling now.
“Has it been thirty minutes yet?” I ask.
“Hey!” Jasher begins, “here’s another one.” She wags her finger and Petey
rolls over. Petey plays dead. Petey shakes her hand. Petey does a flip. “He can
sniff out marijuana and bombs, too,” she explains.
“Can I pet him?” Mabel squeaks, suddenly alive, my leg sweaty in her
wake.
“Sure!” Jasher crouches down. “Just like this,” and now my daughter’s
petting a pit bull.
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“Are you sure he’s safe?” I ask, crouching down, also.
“He only gets grouchy when he’s hungry,” Jasher replies, and I want
to remind her that the dog was chasing a rabbit, but her eyes cut me off:
blooming and round, grey-green as the sagebrush surrounding us. “Your
daughter’s fine,” she says, “look how he likes her,” and it’s true—Mabel’s
using both hands now, practically hugging the beast. I nod.
“What does he eat?” Mabel asks.
Anything he wants to, I think, but Jasher says, “He loves potato
chips.”
“Potato chips!” Mabel shrieks; the dog spasms. “Dogs don’t eat potato
chips!”
“He eats them by the bag,” Jasher says, placing a hand on the dog’s
head. His breathing slows, as does mine. We watch Mabel and Petey for a
few seconds, then she adds, “Well, it doesn’t look like anyone else is coming. Let’s go.”
“You’re the tour guide?”
“Yup.”
“Sounds like you do a little of everything.”
“Kinda have to, out here.” She tells Petey something in German that
makes him run off into the sagebrush, and we head back into the shack with
the pear-shaped woman. “Grab a sweater,” Jasher instructs, motioning to a
blue plastic bin full of old sweaters. “It’s thirty degrees inside the tube.” She
takes a coat hanging on the back of the door, and we head out the back door,
down a path and some steps to the mouth of the cave. “One-third of Idaho is
covered in lava,” she says, “and lava tubes are everywhere. This one, however,
has a unique air flow that causes the temperature to drop to freezing levels.
Thus, when water from snow or rain runoff filters down...”
It’s a decent spiel for a hole filled with ice, but Mabel’s more interested
in another papier mâché sculpture nearby, this one of a caveman and his
mate. “Oh,” Jasher says, following our eyes, “those are full-scale models of
the cavepeople that used to live in this section of Idaho over ten thousand
years ago. They would grind their grain in stone mortars, which would
break off small pieces of rock into their food. Over time, their teeth would
be destroyed.”
“That’s sad,” Mabel announces.
“It is,” Jasher nods, opening the door to the cave, and we climb down
some more steps in the black lava rock. “The people who discovered the cave
shot off dynamite in the opening to make it more accessible. The resulting
change in airflow, however, melted all of the ice inside. My great-grandfather,
a geologist, studied the airflow and, with cement and lava rock, restored the
airflow to its original state. We have since reformed over two thousand metric
tons of ice.” We’re walking on wooden platforms now, suspended above the
ice with steel cables that let the platforms bounce.
“The walls spawkle,” Mabel notes.
“Those are ice crystals. You’re lucky, because the cave only gets them
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this month.”
“Weally?”
“Really.”
And, sure, the crystals are nice, but, other than that, it’s just a big hockey
rink underground, and not a very big one: two minutes in and we reach
the back of the cave. I have to bring Mabel back to her mother’s at six this
evening; that’s the rule. Glancing at my watch, though, it’s only two-thirty,
and I’m not taking Mabel back early. But, man, there’s just not that much to
do around Twin Falls. Could we sit in the Pizza Hut for three hours?
“The cave has been in my family since my great-grandfather, and all
our birthday parties were down here, ice skating in the summer. Have you
ever been ice skating?”
“No,” Mabel says to the ground.
“Well,” Jasher begins, and I know where she’s going, because that’s how
I was before Jeanne and I split: fun, permissive, the cool dad. Now I touch
Jasher’s arm, barely, just enough to make her look at me, and I stare, thinking, Don’t make me have to play the heavy today, not now. I could let the
dog slide, but not this. “It’s fun,” she says. “Try it sometime.” And we turn
around, but then Jasher says, “Oh! I almost forgot,” and reaches behind a
rock—darkness. Mabel gasps.
“It’s okay,” Jasher’s voice drifts, “There’s a black-light display of all the
rocks native to this area.” Then the cave glows a soft indigo, and Jasher’s
holding a display case of fluorescent rocks, some blue, some green, but Mabel
only cares about Jasher’s hair.
“Your hair glows puhple!” So that’s why she dyes it. “Puhple!”
We head toward the cave entrance. “If Mabel wants purple hair because
of you,” I say, “I’m writing to the Better Business Bureau.”
Mabel’s ahead of us now, trotting up the steps to the cave’s door. “You
never told me her name,” Jasher says. “Mabel—that’s not common.”
“My ex’s grandmother.”
She glances over at me. “I’m sorry.” And I want to say, What, having
Mabel as a name? but I know what she means, and I don’t get hot over it.
Maybe it’s the cave. Following her up the steps, though, I’m glad she’s wearing those jeans.
Petey’s waiting for us back at the souvenir shack, and Mabel runs at him
shouting “Petey!” before I can stop her, but the dog doesn’t flinch.
“They really do get along well,” I say.
“Police dogs are trained not to hurt children,” Jasher tells me. We watch
them, then Jasher says, “You really worry about her, don’t you?”
“She’s worth it.” It doesn’t sound as light as I wanted it to.
“It really would be fine if she ice skated down there. You know, no other
people to run into or anything.” I don’t say anything. I feel her hand on my
elbow, soft, and I let it stay there. She says, “Might be fun, whatever. We
close up in an hour—just come back then.”
After the divorce, I wondered how long it would take for me to be
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attracted to another woman. I mean, sure, there’s always instinct, desire,
especially after a couple drinks, late at night, watching cable. But attraction,
actually wanting to know, to understand someone, that’s different. Breaking
up with Jeanne, I took a trip to I don’t know where, someplace that didn’t
have any room except for me and Mabel. If that’s self-preservation, so be
it. I’d like to think that it’s protecting Mabel, too, because she doesn’t need
me to find a second mommy for her—that can traumatize a kid, thinking
about one parent living with someone who isn’t the other parent. Even at
age five, that’s no good. So even if that means that life won’t ever just go on
for me. Even if Mabel never finds out. Even so.
“I’m afraid I don’t have any choice,” I say. “That’ll make us late.”
Little wrinkles form around her eyes. She says, “There’s always a choice,”
and I realize she’s smiling, which makes me pause.
“Thanks,” I begin and give a little shrug, and Mabel’s tugging at the hem
of my shirt. I don’t know how long she’s been listening, and I don’t want
to look down at her because I know what I’ll see on her face. No, scratch
that—what she’ll see on mine. “You know, visitation rules and all.”
“Sure,” she says, imitates my shrug. “Well, Petey will still be around, if
you ever want to come back and play, Mabel.” More tugging at my shirt.
So we three all stand there for a few more seconds and I say “Thanks,”
again, thinking, Hold the line and This isn’t about you, it’s about Mabel
and knowing that it is all about me, because Mabel’s still pulling at me like
a tow truck. With enough time, it will be about her, and she’ll be glad that
her dad didn’t follow that part of him that, right now, makes him feel like a
teenager again. That’s what I tell myself as I give another nod, turn around,
and drag Mabel back to the car, back to Twin two hours early.
So here’s my confession: when Mabel asked, “Can you pass the sun?”
I didn’t know what she meant. For a second, I thought she wanted the sun
in hand and she expected me to reach skyward and grab it. I had inhaled
deeply; my heart had throbbed like the Ford’s engine. My daughter thinks
I’m Superman, or Apollo, or something big, I thought, and, a heartbeat later,
Mabel, I don’t know how, but I will. Then I realized that, no, not pass, pass
that. Like everything else now, I was being thrust into a race, another competition I didn’t sign up for, another contest I was going to fail in front of my
daughter. “Can you pass the sun?” she asked again, and I craned my neck to
the passenger side—there it was, four-o’-clock-high. Well, I thought, I gotta
try, and I stomped on the gas—the only thing, it seemed, I could do.
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unconditional
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| shannon mcgrath

an empty room

jay d. hawkins

Saturday nights can be hard to get through when you’re sitting next to me,
telling me all about art school and poetry while I feed you
chocolate truffles and peppermint schnapps, and we laugh
by a bonfire outside while our clothes get clogged with the smell of smoke,
and I find an extra-long exposure on my camera that turns the flames
into ribbons of tangerine and faded purple-grey, but still can’t capture
the haunting figure reflected in your deep brown eyes. I tell you you’re beautiful
and you take it as flattery and not as fact, thanking me
as your eyes wander to one of my smoother-talking roommates.
I try not to remind myself that every bedroom is full but mine.
After the lights go off, I make myself a hot cocoa, which tastes much better than
chocolate truffles and peppermint schnapps as I sip and sit on my back porch,
staring at bare winter trees and paling evergreens.
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how your body becomes
food when i am hungry

emily young

Interrupted by your fingers’
sleepy scratch where my fingers
play along your neck and soft shoulders,
their touch trickles down your arm
to your pear of elbow, golden and flecked
in the moonlight, down the insides
of your wrists to the plums of your palms
and the coolness of your quenching
fingers grasp my fingers, until they stroke
the boniness of mid-knuckles and are
released, afraid of wrenching free,
of both wanting and not wanting
to wake you.
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lipstick

| robbie kanner
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karensusan dennison

I met Karen and her family when they lived next to Hodgkin’s General
Store, the only store in our small town. Because the Temple post office where
we got our mail was in the same building, we noticed the house next door;
the house with all the kids pushing through the screen door and tumbling
into the dusty summer days. My mom, looking for more friends for me, took
me to Karen’s house and we introduced ourselves to the Harris family.
There was no grass around their house, just dry packed dirt. I think
there were just too many footsteps for any grass to grow. There were two or
three old cars at the side of the house and quite a few dogs, some tied up,
some not. A large cage with dark rabbits sat up on stilts and was attached
to the house. Some rabbits hopped loose around the yard. The largest dog
often slept under the rabbit cage with one of these rabbits nestled in its neck.
Karen was the middle of six brothers and sisters.
The house was dark inside. The first room was a large kitchen. Karen’s
mom, Sue, did the laundry in this room. She had an old white wringer
washer. Sue stood at this machine and squeezed the water out of one pair
of jeans after another. If she wasn’t washing clothes, she was cooking. If she
was cooking potatoes, the kids would each reach into the pot, grab a chunk
of raw potato, salt it, and plop it into their hungry mouths. She would scold
them, “Keep your hands out of the potatoes.” If their father, Vint, had been
home, only the bravest would have stuck his hands in the potato pot.
Occasionally, Sue sat at the table and smoked a cigarette.
The next room had a large TV, two couches and a couple of large, soft
chairs. The bathroom was long and narrow, and next to it was the kids’ room.
There was a bed for the two girls, a bed for the youngest three boys, a single
mattress on a metal frame for the oldest boy, Rusty, and a bassinette in the
parents’ room for Stacy, the baby girl.
My family had moved to Maine from New York City two years before
I met Karen. We had never owned a television set and the first program I
watched with the Harris kids was about a singing car.
Sue sent the kids to the store with a grocery list. Slim bagged up the
groceries and the kids carried them home. If Sue wanted the kids to buy her
cigarettes, she wrote Slim a note.
My mother and a few other parents started the Sandy River School during
the year I met Karen. It was the mid-seventies when many alternative schools
were popping up in Maine. My parents believed in the natural curiosity of
children and wanted to create an environment that did not crush the spirit
and shackle the free will of children. They did not think public schools took
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into account the fact that all children learn differently and at different speeds.
At the Sandy River School, we had a lot of time to run and play in the fresh
air. My mother, wanting this experience to be available to many children
and not just the kids of the involved parents, offered to pay for three of the
Harris children to go to the school. Sue and Vint agreed.
Karen and I were inseparable at this school. Our friendship ran wild,
not separated by hallways, classrooms, or teachers. One day, as we carried our
no-bake cookies out to the cold shed to harden, each holding two corners
of the wax paper, we began to laugh. We laughed so hard our sheet of paper
caved in and our cookies became one large mass of gook.
We ate our lunches sitting side-by-side up on the fireplace mantle.
We built forts in the woods, teased the older kids, and played games in the
driveway. We had Zoology, Spanish, Reading, and Math together.
Karen and her older sister Rhonda often came up to my house. Sometimes Rhonda would say, “What do you want to do? Let’s clean the kitchen.”
So we stood on the sink and washed the windows, scrubbed the counters and
swept the floors. I never remember my parents praising the job.
The house the Harrises lived in burned down and they moved up the
Intervale Road deeper into Temple. They moved into a trailer with an addition, still crowded for nine people. The girls now had their own room and
the boys had theirs. The kitchen was blue: the sink, the stove, the counters,
and refrigerator. This kitchen had a washing machine and dryer. I remember
them as blue.
Intervale Road is one of the main roads in Temple. It dead-ends after
four miles at an old farm house. Temple Stream begins up in the mountains
beyond this farm and runs parallel to the Intervale, often flooding the valley
road in the spring with strong currents of brown water. These floods over the
years washed away the edges of the bank, moving the locations of the popular
swimming holes. The years the Harrises lived in the trailer we swam right
behind their place. It was not a big swimming hole but it was large enough
for us to play on inner tubes, thrashing around, and also large enough for me
and Karen to fight with her brothers. I loved those friendly fights. I needed
to flex my muscles. I needed to feel some good resistance against them.
In my memory, the years of our friendship roll into one continuous
summer. We all had bikes. We were a gang going up and down the Intervale.
If a car came, we passed the information down the relay.
“Car coming!”
“Look out! Car!”
The road was narrow and filled with potholes and frost heaves from the
winter before. I was always the slowest biker, peddling as fast as I dared go,
but yards behind everyone else. Karen was up front.
“You staying for dinner?” Karen’s mom would ask the extra kids who
stumbled into their trailer along with her kids. “Might as well. Got to eat
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somewhere.”
She handed us each a plate of food and we sat on the couches and
watched TV as we ate. My family still didn’t have a television, so these hours
on their couches were serious for me. I sat still and tried to catch every bit of
action as the other kids fought and bickered. The television was on all day
at their house so the Harris kids only stopped their activities for the “good
parts.” Sometimes, seeing how much I wanted to watch the TV, Karen or
her brother Cecil would yell to their siblings “Shut up!” Sometimes, Karen
sharply elbowed one of her brothers and sternly told him to stop. Sometimes,
Sue came in to stop the fights.
After four years at the Sandy River School, Karen and I entered fifth
grade in the public school system. Suddenly, our friendship was separated by
walls and teachers. We met at recess and rode the bus together. We always
sat together in the back seat. During winter recess, we played “King of the
Mountain” with the boys, and often stood together triumphantly at the top
of the snow mound. One day, I heard a boy exclaim, “Geez, it takes two of
us to get one of them down.” It was true.
I knew even then, though I could not put it into words, that our lives
would some day drift apart. Going through public school is like going
through a maze of sheep fences. Students are separated at every juncture:
you with the red shoes go there, you with the educated parents go there,
you with the brother in jail go there…None of these fences existed at the
Sandy River School.
In fifth grade, Karen and I still spent all our free time together. We were
both skinny and small and wore our hair in ponytails or braids. Vint, Karen’s
dad teased us, calling us the Bobbsey Twins. He would say to his friends,
“Those are the two monkeys. They come from the zoo.”
One fall, after we had entered sixth grade, my mother got Karen, two
of her brothers, another young boy and me a job picking apples at a local
orchard. The owner took one look at us, said we were too young to even pick
the drops. He had us haul the prunings out from under the trees. There were
two older girls hauling brush from a nearby tree and Karen’s brothers started
a fight with them. Karen stood up for her brothers. The taller girl came up to
Karen, pulled her braid, and Karen and I were soon fighting these girls. We
looked for the boys to help but they were running away in all directions.
The next summer, before I had my driver’s permit, my father would
let me drive down our dirt road with Karen. We parked his car and walked
the rest of the way to her house. Often on these drives, we proclaimed how
we were not going to ever get married. We were going to, sometime in later
life, live together.
No one in the Harris family fought with Karen. When the kids were
growing up, she was the one that the other siblings were able to talk to.
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Often, by slapping their arms or playfully scolding, she kept her younger
brothers from doing things she thought they shouldn’t do. It was not that
she was controlling; she was just the only person who had a natural and
easy influence on her younger brothers’ wildness. She padlocked her door
against her older brother.
What happened to our friendship is hard to say. We didn’t have a fight
or talk about our changing friendship. It was eighth grade and things simply
changed. Karen had befriended another girl and had an older boyfriend. I
was bewildered and lost as Karen’s friendship tumbled away from me. Some
evenings I lay on my bed, staring at a photo of Karen, and cried.
I went away to a performing arts boarding school in ninth grade and
after college, went to live in San Francisco to start a theater company with
friends. During those years, I would occasionally visit Karen and her family.
Her brothers were always eager to hear what I was up to. Sue’s greetings were
as open and welcoming as they had been when I was six.
I had been living in San Francisco for a year when my mother called to
tell me Karen had been in a bad motorcycle accident. She had been in a coma
for four days and her family had just decided to take her off life support.
The memorial for Karen was in two days. I didn’t go back to Maine for the
service. It would feel better to say that I did. But I didn’t.
It wasn’t my last visit with Karen but one of the last that I remember
most.
It is summer, hot and breezy. Karen and her boyfriend live together
in a trailer park. Karen and I sit outside her trailer in the sun. She has an
even, dark tan from sunbathing. She complains to me about the closeness
of the other trailers, the noise, and the fact that she can look right into her
neighbors’ windows.
Karen and I bring up one memory after another from our childhood.
We remember her brother Cecil and his friend Bambam blowing up the
oven at the Sandy River School. We laugh at the memory of those two boys
scurrying so fast on their hands and knees past our feet, wearing the wool
hats they never took off. We remember how her brothers left us to fight the
tall girls at the apple orchard.
Karen says these things the way she used to. “Don’t make me laugh.
My stomach hurts.”
Our memories and laughter renew our connection. Because it had been
made during the carefree years of childhood, because it had been solidified
with such active laughter, it was not going to leave us. We moved through
life differently. We came from families who left different marks in this world,
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but we had invented a mutual meeting ground that was ours.
Karen’s family had embraced me openly. They meant so much to me,
even those nights I lay awake, unable to sleep because I was in the girls’ bed
along with Karen and Rhonda—Stacy had moved to the couch for the night.
The two pug dogs snored incessantly all night as the radio played, “Torn
between two lovers—feeling like a fool…” The radio always seemed to play
that song in the middle of the night.
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the hunted

anna plisova

I put down the electric bill, but kept the second envelope in my hands,
the one with the hunting lottery results. I ran it under a light bulb trying to
make out the lines like it was somebody else’s mail. A two-year wait period,
missed opportunities and twenty chances later, I had spent over a hundred
bucks on luck. It had been four years since my last moose hunt or any hunt
at that. Maine drew only a fistful of blessed bastards for each of nineteen
Wildlife Management Districts from Allagash to Cutlet. I crossed my
fingers. I didn’t want to drive down to the Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife again, fidget in a hard seat at a sweaty auction, then watch five
fortunate maggots get their moose permit because I bid cheap. It was nothing
but four hours of gas guzzling, round trip. I fingered at my stubble—I was
growing something out just in case—then slid my finger under the envelope
flap and tore it. On the letter, I read through Hammond, Harvey, Hensen,
and then saw four black letter that made up my last name, Hilt. Wait ‘til I
tell Rodney at work.
I sat at the kitchen table holding my 30-06 semi-automatic, recognizing
it as an old buddy. The Remington’s wood seemed dull. The muzzle felt icy.
It was like something misplaced a long time ago, standing in a closet for four
years, three years behind Lauren’s wedding dress. Hey boy, hey now, it’s been
a while. With a dry rag, I rubbed off my fingerprints from stock to barrel.
I thought of Jackie “The Lemon” Swan on his first trip to East Moxie four
years ago. His rifle stock was unseasoned, red and shiny. Poor Jackie couldn’t
blast a Coke bottle except after thirty slips. The entire trip—no bull or cow
would come within any proximity of him. Nada, not from a hundred yards.
When our crew settled into the 4x4, Jackie crawled to the back between
Aaron and Bubba, his head drooping.
“Hey, Stan, you smell that?” said Rodney.
“Yeah, like lemons or something.”
“Well, I used Lemon Pine-Sol to polish the stock,” said Jackie.
Rodney, me, Aaron, and Bubba started howling so hard, we almost
coughed up our livers.
“What’s the deal?” asked Jackie.
“You dumbass! A moose can smell you as good as a bloodhound and
here you are stinking like Martha Stewart’s kitchen.”
Lauren scraped dried rigatoni into the trash bin from my plate. I sat
at the kitchen table and raised the Remington to my nostrils, squinting
one eye. She just wiggled her big hips towards the sink and slipped on her
rubbery yellow gloves. She wouldn’t last in the woods; Lauren couldn’t cut
pre-packaged chicken barehanded. I aimed at her backbone, the safety on.
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My heart thudded. I’m going to get that bull. Lauren leaned on the silver
sink, twisting around to look me in the eye, grinning her thin-lipped grin.
When we married, Lauren didn’t know I hunted. There were no animal heads
on my wall, just long johns in the closet. I bet she assumed the Remington
was for break-ins, but didn’t seem to mind it when I brought it out into the
kitchen. I felt her quietly studying me. I pointed the metal snout towards
Lauren’s bellybutton, still squinting.
“Now, Stan, you’ve already caught me, so you can aim that someplace
else.”
At sunrise, I drove the truck to Dick’s Goods. Some slim kid slumped
behind the register. He seemed like he could barely strike a pigeon with a
BB. Handhelds lay inside a glass display circling his twiggy body. I felt bad
for this kid who probably never hunted and decided not to ask about a
good stain for walnut wood. I put everything into a grey bucket, and at the
checkout, watched the kid scoop out a bottle of stain, a jar of wood filler,
the 165 grain bullets, like he knew something. The kid nodded. “So what
kind of gun you have?”
“It’s a Remington.”
“Oh yeah, what model?”
“A 10-34 semi-automatic,” I lied, because no such thing existed.
“Oh yeah, that’s wicked. Those things are like huge! Could probably
kill a bear with one.”
“Yeah, a big bear,” I said.
The same day Rodney and I finished tiling the kitchen floor at the
Guthries’ house, I filled my kitchen with my gear. When Lauren unlocked
the door, she wore her work heels. I noticed her navy coat cinched at the waist
meeting the pencil skirt where she bloomed like a strawberry from hips to
shoes. I felt myself grow warm. Then I pictured Lauren’s pale breasts—what
her skin might look like pressed against pine needles.
“Honey, what exploded in the kitchen?” My thermals, jeans, and orange gloves lay out on the table. Even some hand-knives and a roll of toilet
paper.
“I’m just getting ready for the trip.”
“Wouldn’t it be better to just put everything in a suitcase?”
“Well, this is just what we do.” I said “we” as if I was part of a privileged
club Lauren would never understand. “It’s just amateur to do it any other
way.”
She pursed her lips.“Whatever you have to do to feel like a man,” she
said and click-clacked upstairs. I neared the kitchen table and touched the
muzzle’s cold metal as if it were someone to take my side of the argument.
Lauren continued to joke about getting her kitchen back. Eventually
she got used to eating off dinner trays in the living room. My whiskers grew
more. I steamed the Remington, dried the Remington, polished it.
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I saw hunting things in the kitchen. Plates and mugs inside Lauren’s
hutch appeared like bull’s-eyes, the spider plants dangling from the ceiling
like wild brush. I wondered how boiling hot a steel skillet had to get to melt
into a bullet mold. The chair farthest left became my work stool. Leaning
on its rails cooked up knots in my shoulders. Lauren said I owed her for
the seat cover; I wore it out straight from blue to periwinkle sitting in it so
long. Nights led me back to my spot; I abandoned the kitchen and crawled
in next to Lauren’s warm body. It was the only way to get forgiveness for
what Lauren called a hunting obsession. I’d wrap my arm around the inside
of her thigh; and she’d press my fingers down where it was warm until we
both feel asleep.
Some evenings, Rodney, Jackie, and the rest of the crew slipped in for
Blackjack and cold Buds. It was the only time I piled my gear to the right
end of the kitchen table. Lauren baked us buffalo wings and warmed my lap
during games. She was amazed at how many beer stains spotted my shirt after
one game night. But mostly the crew told stories about hunts.
After a while, all stories translated as: I shot a big buck, I got a big moose.
I wanted to grab my Remington and lay the rifle in my lap so it could hear
the stories I told about it. Silly yeah, but I was ready. Bubba whined how
he mounted a buck’s head above the headboard and every night Lorraine
covered it with a towel. She said it watched them at night like her mother,
Florence, in Heaven peeking in on their business.
“When Lorraine left for work, I ripped that damn towel down to remind
myself what a ten-pointer represents,” said Bubba.
A week before the East Moxie trip, I boiled water to remove dents from
the walnut wood. I plopped into my chair, and then unscrewing the stock,
and let it float in a bucket of hot water and dish soap. For half an hour,
while the piece soaked, I stared at the muzzle on table next to my clothes.
It seemed foreign like a metal baton, not like a weapon. I pulled out the
dripping, swollen stock, pleased most of the dents had disappeared. I laid it
on the linoleum to dry. In the morning I’d sand it and paint it mahogany. I
always liked how red it looked after, like carnage.
On the 8th of October, we arrived late at the grounds. I didn’t quite
manage a beard, but a mustache and some overgrown stubble around my
chin, gold and wiry. I was like a hazard light from waist up in my orange
gear. I threw a duffle of clothes, water bottles, paper plates, and knives into
the truck bed. I slid in the Coleman cooler with egg sandwiches, five packets
of Ballpark hotdogs, Buds, canned goods and kissed Lauren goodbye for a
week. The 30-06 Remington laid on the seat next to me.
Jackie and Bubba were my only buddies selected for this year’s lottery.
After Jackie threw in a backpack, the truck roared towards East Moxie,
Wildlife Management District 14.
“So, what’d you bring this year, eh, Stan?” said Bubba.
“I brought the 30-06.”
“Aw nah man, the moose are going to think you’re bringing out a toy gun!”
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“I know how to handle it.”
“No, he’s right. You won’t get a big one with that,” said Jackie.
“You can use my Savage,” said Bubba. I didn’t say a word. I just kept
driving towards State Highway 16 with a picture of the bridge over the
Kennebec River in my mind. I still remembered the road to camp from
four years ago. Then I wondered why I had clung on to images of the route
to East Moxie for so long maybe because I knew I was going to come back.
My rifle knew it too.
The sky turned charcoal with a few clouds up there when I drove into
the dirt parking lot. Bubba stepped inside a large, lit-up building near the
lot to get a key for our cabin. My window rolled down, I smelled pine and
maple sap in the chill October air.
Bubba, Jackie, and I woke up at six a.m. bug-eyed and ready for some
breakfast. I yawned, handing out egg sandwiches wrapped in foil from the
Coleman cooler. Lauren made nine, so we each had three with our beers.
Inside Bubba, Jackie, and I sat around a picnic table facing a window because
there was no electricity here except for our flashlights and an oil lamp. The
sky was painted violet and red. Then we slunk outside and reinforced the
tradition of a morning squat under the pines. A way of becoming one with
nature. Bubba jumped up into my Ford, unzipping bags and passing out
the rifles and knives.
“Hey, here, take my Savage; it takes 300s. It’ll make the hair grow on
your chest.”
“Shut up and give me my rifle.” I wanted to share the experience only
with my weapon. I wrapped a call horn around my neck, pinned a walkietalkie to my belt, and walked further into the brush, twigs snapping under
my mustard-colored boots.
For a period, I crouched against grey bark and waited. I wanted that
woody smell to seep into my skin: the acorns, the pine needles, the moose
piss, the cold. I felt comfortable, warm, even though frost ate at the leaves
and soil. When my cheeks numbed up, I paced deeper into the forest.
“Where you at?” Bubba’s voice murmured, broken up somewhat, from
my two-way radio.
“In the woods,” I said. He laughed, then khhhted out.
Nothing peered out for a while. The 30-06 bumped against my side as
I crunched over the leaves, sticks. I lifted the moose call, a bronze funnel,
to my lips and blew. The sound was deep and shrill, an instrument made to
wail like a cow in heat. The noise broke through the branches. In its echo,
I heard a gentle voice repeat “I do” in my ears. It was the first time all day I
had thought about Lauren. At the same time, a piece of traveling fog caught
me in its cloud so I reached my arm in front of my chest. The woods went
dim for a moment. When the fog passed, the woods turned back on as if
operated by a switch, and I was still planted in the same muddy area crouched
by tall pines and maples.
The next sound I heard was a deep yell. I could only see Jackie’s freckled
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face floating towards me because the rest of his khaki-brown camo blended
in with the trees.
“Hey, you got one yet?” he huffed out of breath.
“Nah, nothing. You kind of ruined it.”
“Alright, I’ll stay quiet. I’ll even go behind that tree. Okay?” He shuffled
for a bit in a pine behind me, until everything went quiet again. All right,
focus. I hoisted the stock along my shoulder. Squinting my left eye, I stared
through hundreds of trunks like thick telephone poles. Then, finally, my eye
fixed on something tan, a spiked crown in the distance. Then it disappeared
again. I watched the braches twitch slightly until I could see the curved snout
jutting from behind bark exhaling a breath like a puff of cigarette smoke.
When the bull peeped his head forward, I saw the antlers like two
giant palms and fingers scrunching. Then I imagined where the sockets were,
eyes shining back at me. Jackie whispered into his two-way, “Holy shit man,
get that prize, get it!” I steadied the 30-06. My finger sat on the trigger as
if super-glued, because the brown beast’s gaze seemed familiar—like it
recognized me. The eyeballs fixed on mine and suddenly seemed green and
rough like Jackie’s, then Bubba’s. No, coffee like Lauren’s. I felt insane, crazy.
My stomach pretzeled, but I stayed quiet. I felt like it was confronting me
for ending up a steak on a scratched-up dinner tray if I shot it. I remembered
after dinner how Lauren leaned in the doorway between the living room and
kitchen inspecting me as I soaked the rifle in my bucket. I didn’t speak, but
studied the way the wood floated, sometimes making a circle or bobbing like
an apple if I pushed it underwater. I barely ate my dinner and Lauren washed
the dishes in her yellow gloves so that I heard every clink of a plate or glass, or
a fork scraping a surface. I didn’t know what I did wrong, but felt obligated
to apologize when I wrapped my arm around her thigh in our bed.
“What the hell you waiting for, huh?” croaked the walkie-talkie. The
phrase replayed in my ears and I pushed hard on the trigger to drown it out.
Crack, swish, boom: like a drum being pounded. The ground shook for a
moment. I couldn’t see the rack anymore, so when Jackie came out from the
pine branches, we hiked to where the moose thudded.
“Hey, Bubba, Stan got a huge beauty here!” radioed Jackie. I looked at
my shot, black hole in its gut. It was slumped in a garnet pool, like it was
on a red satin sheet.
“You earn the first cut. You shot it down,” said Jackie. I took out my
knife slicing the underside from throat to crotch blindly while keeping my
focus on the whites glaring at me accusingly and the lips hanging. The
stomach sagged like a broken sack of rice once I dug out the soft guts, violet
and blue. My hands were red and I touched the Remington with them. I don’t
know why. I guess I wanted it to smell the bitter blood like I did. When I
laid it down, the pine needles stuck to the wet spots on the stock and trigger
where I touched it. I looked back at the moose, but not at its face or eyeballs.
Where it was wet, the black-brown fur clotted and it all started to look like a
wounded woman how the legs crossed near the crotch, almost dainty, modest.
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When Bubba arrived, I was wet-faced and coughing.
“Holy shit man, look at it! You’re so excited!” I felt nervous Bubba and
Jackie would notice my tears, hoping it looked like sweat dripping from my
forehead. I smirked quickly, but thought about how I’d go about rubbing off
my fingerprint stains from stock to barrel. I wanted to go home to my wife.
I wanted to tell her I loved her more than anything, more than hunting.
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floating home
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| davin currie

demeter after the harvest

danielle leblanc

When she shuddered, so did the soil, resounding up oak trunks
to scatter leaves of blonde, flame, and pomegranate,
as dew sucked itself back into the lips of white lilies, absorbing
the atmospheric ripple of birds’ wings slowing, flapping backwards,
falling, crunching leaves with their breasts, feathers sprawled,
in a diminuendo of heartbeats. Sand frosted and salt waves cracked
to a standstill against an absence that pulsed and puckered each
planted seed, wrinkled each warm grain into lifeless stones as three
black cords, like wired worms, curled around her navel, burrowed
through her ovaries and tore
her fleshy cradle clear
out of the sunlight.
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one night in alabama

lee cart

Branches breaking
slithering and sliding
like water moccasins
on the aluminum roof.
Rain drums deafness
into my ears.
Huddled in my bunk,
sticky, sweaty inside
the sleeping bag.
My bladder aches full.
Freight-train whistle winds
rock, roll, lift and lurch
the tin can camper that we’re in.
The dog whines, cowering
in the corner by the door.
Agitated whispers—dark
parental shadows crouch
over the radio. Static crackles:
funnel clouds spotted
in Marion county.
Megawatt flashes slash
the blackness, cutting zigzags
in my eyes. I clamp the pillow
over my head.
Smothered into a nightmare
where black panthers snarl and gnash
their teeth at despicable little clowns,
red tulips bleed and Saturn’s moons are home…
I startle awake with urgent need.
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Peeing sweet relief
into the soft, black mud,
slimy wet leaves
stick to my bare feet.
Raindrops on the roof
spatter. Day light hugs
the horizon.
In a campground in Tanner,
two hundred miles north,
everyone is dead.
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she was a january girl
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traveling to hamisan

emily cramer

Hamisan is a long way into the mountains by way of a dirt road. For
two hours, I listened to the diesel purr of the Hummer as we gained altitude.
The road is treacherous, dropping off into deep valleys and narrowing around
ledges our vehicles are barely able to pass over. Entire sections disappear where
the road has been washed out by sudden rain. It wasn’t built for the army
vehicles we drove, but rather for the village to do business. Villagers carry
their supplies to the larger towns of Dohuk and Zakho at the base of the
mountains by mule-drawn cart. We are the first to drive over the rough road
this morning, whipping up the fine dust that covers everything. For miles,
all we can see is suntanned road, mountains, and valleys. Sparse shrubs try
to grow in the cement-like soil, each a stone’s throw away from the other.
It’s as if each plant knows not to take the nutrients from another’s ground.
They grow straight up, their coarse leaves covering their stems haphazardly
at the top like little umbrellas peppering the landscape. Dry grass covers the
low lying areas where moisture is more likely to stay for a longer period of
time. It lays loose over the dirt, patchy and forlorn.
The village of Hamisan is located in the part of Iraq referred to as Kurdistan. I identified the community as being Northeast of Dohuk, and south of
Turkey. The welcome we receive from the Kurdish there is similar to all the
other villages I had the opportunity to visit in this region: they are overjoyed
by our arrival. Children come running toward our trucks with smiling faces
while waving two-fingered peace signs. The fearless crew swarms around
our vehicles to inspect our gadgets and beg for candy. The women dart past,
their eyes glued to the dirt in fear of making eye contact with men other
than their husbands. Their children follow them while they perform their
daily chores: the collection of water and firewood, the bartering of food and
clothing, and the training of children not old enough for school. Men linger
about the village, absorbing the bustle we create. Eventually they make their
way toward the soldier they perceive as “in charge.”
Our reception in Hamisan is that of heroes, a thought that bothers me:
I am self-conscious of what the United States has done to the Kurdish in the
Gulf War. They rose up to fight with us with the courage of a mob, only to
find out they had been misled by our propaganda. They were alone against
a tyrant. Shouldn’t we be punished for abandoning them? Even now, our
presence clashes with the daily lives of the village. We drive in with our oversized trucks and equipment, our MP3 players and Game Boys, our bottled
water and cleansing wipes. We create noise, running bulldozers, scrapers,
and generators. We set up a worksite in the middle of the village, unloading
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lumber, saws and tools. What we perceive as charity is more a pollution to
this village—we have disturbed their peace and yet we are still accepted.
Hamisan has no electricity. No motor vehicles brave the untrustworthy
road except a school bus which brings the children to a school two hours away.
Produce is Hamisan’s chief commodity. The village is located near a spring
in the mountain which constantly feeds water into its orchards. A series of
aqueducts have been constructed to assist in directing the water along a ridge
that runs through the village. The U-shaped trough is molded with cement,
carefully assisting the water on its journey to nourishment. Where the road
intersects the stream, two hollow walls have been built bordering each side of
the road like the gates to a sacred city. The water flows into the first tubular
wall, filling an underground tunnel and causing enough pressure to fill the
opposite wall. It then traverses the remainder of the village feeding each family,
orchard, and stable. Water is too valuable to waste in such an arid climate.
The village protects it like a treasure. I think of all that Americans have lost
by relying on machines to do our work; how much we take for granted. I
wonder if I could have come up with such an extraordinary system.
I wander around the village as I capture pictures of our job site and the
people watching us work. Our mission is to construct a schoolhouse for the
village. A group of men the Special Forces selected are dubbed our “students.”
What they have been doing for thousands of years before us has been a model
of constructional achievement. I know that the mission is a publicity stunt
for the Army, even as I also know the village desperately needs the school.
I look through the lens of my camera at the classes being taught and
work being done. The blazing sun beats down on my body until I finally look
toward the houses further up the mountain for shade. They are of meager
construction, merely mud huts with thatched roofs. Each family uses its
property as a mixture of storage space and vegetable garden: gardening tools,
empty buckets, metal scraps, watermelon, tomato and onion. There are no
bathrooms; instead the villagers head into the thick of the orchard, doing
their part to fertilize the fruit.
I make my way toward a house where our medic has set up a clinic.
He offers free exams to those who are ill, and issues medicines to help with
fever, high blood pressure, and pain. He is listening to an old woman’s heart
when I approach. She looks frail, her body worn from childbirth and years
of work. She is beyond the age of a woman expected to contribute to the
family—the family will now take care of her. I enter the veranda outside the
house, and a Kurdish man immediately offers me a chair to sit in. Around
me men of the village are trying to help the Kurdish translator understand
the old woman’s health problems. He frantically spouts the information back
to the medic in English.
I soon understand that the woman is the mother of the mayor of the
village, the man whose house I am sitting outside of. When she was still well,
her family had taken her down the mountain to Dohuk to see a doctor. The
doctor told them that she suffered from “hot blood” and “swelling in her
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joints.” The family had paid the money and left with enough medicine to
alleviate both conditions for two years. The mayor’s mother was not relived
of her symptoms, and her problem slowly worsened over time. As the story
is being told, a woman emerges from within the house to deliver the old
woman’s medicine bottles. I had not noticed her hovering in a dark corner
in the far side of the entryway. Her visitation is brief, but long enough for
me to see that she is stunningly beautiful, with large brown eyes fixed on
the floor and silky brown hair pulled back on her head. Her calico dress
is ornamented with golden embroidery. Her feet slowly slide in her plastic
flip-flops like sandpaper on wood. She disappears into the house quickly,
barely noticed by the villagers watching.
“They gave her ibuprofen, which isn’t strong enough to help her. Tell
her I am going to give her something new.” Each word is enunciated deliberately by the medic.
He rifles through his olive green bag, producing pill bottles and plastic
bags. Without counting, he pours pills into the bags and delivers them to the
mayor, who has been waiting patiently. The medic flips through his medication book and reads out numbers of doses to take daily. The old woman
smiles and moves her lips muttering supas, thanks, in Kurdish.
“Would you like some chai?” The question comes from above me where
one of the mayor’s sons has stood silent until then.
“No, thank you.” I know it is rude to refuse it, but it is offensive not
to drink the tea once given. This is a cultural obstacle I have not been able
to successfully overcome—I am unable to drink any local beverage without
becoming desperately ill. But to refuse a gift of friendship from someone
who has nothing to give was an insult. I make myself think of the terrible
stomach pains and diarrhea that had followed my last adventure with the
local tea. I envy those soldiers who sit with men of the villages accepting tea
and cigarettes without worry. The tea is offered to the medic who accepts
it and drinks the sugary concoction. Half of the small shot-sized glasses
are filled with sugar to help supplement the meager diet of the Iraqis.
Embarrassed by my refusal, I change the subject.
“May I go inside your home?”
“Yes, please. Please go inside.” The mayor stands up from his chair to
show me around. I look at the translator, hoping he will be able to help me
once I go inside the home.
“I must stay out here. I am not allowed to enter the home of another
man’s family. Only women may visit a home other than theirs.”
The translator ushers me to follow the mayor inside. I think of how
this tradition gives me free rein in the community. My boundaries are broken. I usually gain the attention of the public by being a U.S. woman with
blonde hair serving in the military. Groups of local men and schoolboys
would surround me, uncomfortably close, trying to brush up against my
breasts or remove my head gear whenever there was any indication that I
was alone. I felt like a freak show at the circus to the Iraqis. It became my
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habit to hide behind male comrades whenever locals were present. But by
being a woman I now realize I have more freedom than men—I am able to
enter anyone’s home and my culture gives me the authority to speak with
both men and women.
I wander through the simple home. The walls and floor have been
plastered with a layer of cement to help keep the integrity of the mud walls.
Everything has been whitewashed, a luxury of visual appeal that most of the
community could not afford. I walk down a hallway leading from the veranda
to three small rooms. There are two rooms for sleeping and gathering. In the
corner, grass mats are stacked to be laid out as mattresses at night. In the third
room, there is a gas stove, and a wall of cupboards with dishes, pots, and pans
stacked neatly inside. There is one window in this room allowing the only
source of light. In the window is a bowl with the remains of a watermelon
and cutting utensils I do not recognize. Although it’s rustic, I am impressed
by the functionality of the home; I would be comfortable living here.
Each time I look at the mayor and ask him a question, I hear the response in English from the translator shouting through the doorway. The
translator’s words fill the mouth of the Mayor until I feel that we are speaking
one language. As I withdraw from the house I sit beside the old woman and
look into her eyes. I am drawn to her by the way the other members of her
family show respect for her age.
The mayor’s mother looks tired, yet rises from her seat in order to take a
picture with me. Her eyes are dark and she stands there as if she were about
to pray, holding her hands together in concentration. In preparation for
the arrival of the Americans, she has put on her best dress, black with white
flowers, with a white shawl covering her silver hair and sloping shoulders.
She looks peaceful, as though she were lying in her grave preparing for the
afterlife. Her knuckles are disfigured from arthritis, her mouth hangs in a
slight frown, but she does not seem unhappy. She seems naturally serious
and matter of fact.
“Why do you build homes out of mud and grass?” I ask, trying not to
seem too forward. “Couldn’t you build your homes out of cement?”
There is a slight pause as she first understands this and then considers
her response. I watch as she closes her eyes and thinks. Her features seem
to mask the struggles of her life—hiding whatever pain, grief or joy she has
experienced with deep creases.
“If we built anything nice, Saddam would become angry. He would send
men to our village to destroy everything.” She pauses and then continues,
more determined to make it through her response. “So we built it out of mud.
It is easier to rebuild.” I imagine the long road that led to this remote village
filled with trucks and bulldozers ready for destruction; the village frantically
fleeing trying to save their families and their livestock. I feel foolish for asking
a question that the woman is so easily able to attribute as “just another fact
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of life.” I feel American more acutely than before, knowing that my life has
neither been as difficult, nor as easily dismisable.
Although I know that this will be the last time I visit Hamisan, I am
filled with a hunger that could only be satisfied through being in the presence
of this old woman. I grow hopeful while with her—as through her eyes I can
find purpose in my presence in Iraq. I want to soak it in. I want to adopt
her as my own grandmother and care for her through her tender years. The
shock of her blunt response fills me with inadequacy and a desire to learn
wisdom through her simple and difficult life. I am suddenly conscious that
it is time to go as the puttering of generators cease. I look one last time at
the woman, thinking of how this small conversation has changed me and
filled me with a peace I had not felt before. Her head begins to hang, setting
with the sun as I rise from my chair to say goodbye. I hold her hand with
both of mine, cradling them as I thank her for her generosity. I think of her
long years within these mountains and wonder how much she remembers
from before Saddam. Grief fills me like a leaf cast away from the branch as
I look at the sun, setting in the Western sky. The West: where I come from,
where life sweeps people up into a frenzy of busy activity; where people are
too immersed in their own lives to stop and think about the rising sun in
the East.
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chaos translitic1

dj taylor

At war kissing. Molotov rockets wane lots of them.
Let’s see a magazine ad cursing William.
Dotted knives, Prozac-piled solar system.
The Greeks have messy kingdoms.
Trophy sky, right wing and conservative with plenty.
Others with glowing lockets of hatred.
Emily’s doing cartwheels in the classroom, probably.
Her Lego ceiling is an Aztec sea of red.
Time chasms as both murky chimneys sit on grim beaches.
Now the old scaly Eucharist wants more.
A book, holy and pious, jars them from all reaches.
A magi’s Rolex flees for the shore.

1 A translitic is a poem created by translating the sounds of a foreign poem as
opposed to its meaning.
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requiem in autumn

kyle baker

When the last few apples ripen in October, someone will creep up on
the man who tends the orchards and cleave his neck with a rusty hatchet.
He will die in the cider house, and his blood will stain the planks behind the
presses, near the loading dock. The last thing he will see will be a wooden
crate of apples.
A woman who is not his wife will find him lying there, face down, and
she will weep and moan. Later, after his body is placed on bales of hay atop
a flat-bed truck and driven down the rutted road toward town, she will clean
the cider house. She will scrub the drying blood, sponging it with scalding
water. The scrubbing and the steam will make her sweat.
They will bury the man at the west end of the orchard, near a grove of
sugar maple in a field that isn’t used for growing. A minister who doesn’t
own a Bible will sprinkle water on the pine boards of his coffin and speak
softly of the murdered man he never met. The gravesite will be shallow, and
will wash out in the spring time when it rains.
And every fall his wife will place an apple near his marker. She will pick
the ripest one and wrap it in a piece of cloth to keep away the birds and
insects. She will visit once a year because, she thinks, once is enough.
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through soil and bone

hellen bourque

You thought you were so clever, peeling
back the pomegranate skin and taking
what you had not asked for. But here
you are again, beneath soil, beneath
bones, and the whispers of Death haven’t
softened in your ear. Above,
your mother is burying herself in
autumn. She presses an ear to the blackened
earth, frosting the leaves with her
grief. Her shadow has such heavy power—
to sink and crawl through soil
and bones to find you. Here
you are again, and your eyes still have
not adjusted to the dark. You are made to
feel your way through sharp jawlines, shoulder
blades, points of hips. The pomegranate
tree has withered, and hunger has pulled
you to your knees. It’s just like
the first time, except now you know what he’s
thinking—that he’s so clever, peeling
back your skin.
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mancha

| danielle leblanc
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begging in odessa

anna plisova

I.
When I was twelve,
behind our red building
at the bottom of Ivanovich Street
Mom and I saw a stray hound
leaning against the wire fence
under the branches of the neighbor’s peach tree.
Not getting too close, I counted the knobs on his backbone
and looked into his sunken eyes, yellow like yolks.
I started to stink of pity.
I asked Mom if I could rub his ears,
but when she said no,
I wondered if she understood misfortune.
My mother twisted open the door,
grabbing hold of my hand for the entire two flights up.
Our apartment door unlocked and shut,
thudding sounds coming from the hallway
as my stepdad shook off his sneakers
after his shift at the carnival.
He mumbled me a hey and
curled into the couch like a sliver of moon.
His face stayed yellow,
only his forehead making an expression.
Mom’s lace curtains, the mossy brown rug,
my cheeks, the entire living room—
it all began to smell like my stepdad:
pork kabobs, beer and tobacco.
I blankly stared at the wrapped gauze bracelets around his wrists,
and waited for Mom to call us for dinner.
II.
After begging, my mom let me
put a piece of bologna on the cement doorstep.
After my barefoot run up the stairs,
I said goodnight to my stepdad
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half-asleep on the couch.
His eyeballs glowed in the dark
as he flickered his lids to acknowledge me.
Then Mom tucked the sides of my blanket under
my ribs, legs, and shoulders,
leaving a tiny wetness on my forehead with her mouth.
When she left, I prayed to God to protect my family,
the strays, and to make my stepdad’s wrists heal.
III.
The next morning,
I dashed down the stairs.
Cans clinked as I bumped the plastic bag my mom held
on her way down to the dumpster.
At the bottom,
I studied the round splotch on the pavement
where I had left the bologna,
hoping the peach tree stray had scoffed it up.
When she saw my eyes smile,
Mom said it was a bad habit to feed them:
they’ll keep coming back to the neighborhood.
I wondered if she understood misfortune.
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tom cruise with bare feet

matthew jude

Everybody loves Tommy. Did you see
him in the movies? Did you see
him hanging on a wire
from the ceiling? Tommy’s breaking sound
with a plane for the U.S. of A.
Tommy’s dancing with Zengara dress shoes
and Dustin Hoffman. Tommy’s demanding truth
from Jack Nicholson, who creases
his gigantic forehead into a V
and tells him what he can’t handle.
But Tommy had us at hello.
Now Tommy’s telling Oprah
about L. Ron, about Dianetics
and Scientology, about not screaming
when childbearing. While he’s at it:
screw Wundt and screw Freud,
screw Ebbinghaus and Pavlov.
Yeah, Tommy’s a real smartass.
Did you see him smile smug
on the red carpet with Katie?
Did you hear he made her bite
a rag when she shit out their kid?
In 2027, Tommy’s nearly dead
in the living room chair. Tommy’s
twirling a VHS with his big toe.
His baby girl Suri and his little
girl Katie packed up and left
him thinking about the end
of Rain Man—Hoffman just a blurry profile
in the window of a shiny train—
Tom’s legs sore from chasing it away.
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the editors

Andrea Bechen was born April 13, 1939, at
Mossbawn, about thirty miles northwest of
Belfast, in Northern Ireland. His first book,
Death of a Naturalist, was published in 1966.
In 1995, he received the Nobel Prize in
Literature. A resident of Dublin since 1976,
he spends part each year teaching at Harvard
University.

editor

Generally, Jacques Rancourt is very shy and
reserved towards people. He will attack only
if he is surprised or threatened or if a person
behaves in the wrong way. If the human makes
an unexpected movement, Jacques can react
with horrific roaring and bluff charges. This
means that he runs straight to the victim with
great speed and stops just in front of him,
sometimes at a distance of only 1 m.

assistant editor

contributors’ notes
Linsey Albrecht was raised in the soft cool
waters of Spain by a family of mer-wolves.
Keen in the ways of the circus arts, they taught
her their knowledge, but being herself only a
mere mortal human, she could not adopt the
same grace and acrobatics as they possessed.
Instead, she turned to other forms of art:
drawing, photography, writing, costumes,
etc. This did not please her mer-wolf family,
and they soon afterward abandoned her off
the icy coast of Maine.
Kyle Baker is a senior Creative Writing major
at UMF, hailing originally from Milton, NH,
where there are few people and no livestock.
A cynical creature by nature, Kyle generally
shies away from strangers and people who
wear bright orange knit caps. He can often
be seen masquerading as an extrovert, singing
at inappropriate times and handing out
autographs to people who don’t want them.
If you were to ask him what his favorite color
was, he would either answer you honestly
or give you a backrub that he’d make you
promise not to enjoy. If you see him, don’t
run. Back away slowly.
Courtney “Amazing” Bengtson is a third
year Rehab major who secretly aspires to
living in a box with her fellow wordsmiths,
scribbling poetry on her cardboard walls. She
maintains her “Amazing” title by dancing
while she waits in line and baking the most
delicious breadsticks. To find her, follow the
trail of songs perpetually lingering in her
wake. She is most readily won over by hugs
and generous helpings of cheesecake.

Hellen Bourque is a third year Creative
Writing major with a fondness for apples,
kisses, and puppies. She also has a lisp that
gets exponentially more intense after 8 pm,
and has been told that saying such words
as “thighs,” “Triscuits,” and “physicists” are
likely to make people swoon over her.

Lee Cart grew up in Maine and in Guadalajara,
Mexico and is equally at home in either
place. She’s the mother of three teenage sons
and wonders if she is the oldest student on
campus. She loves writing, Mexican food,
gardening, cooking and playing with her
black cat, Shadow.

Emily Cramer is a senior in the BFA program
this year. Although she is open about her
service in Iraq, she has recently been outed as
an Islamo-fascist that has taken prisoner her
followers through uncanny charm and quick
wit. She enjoys fine wine and dancing in her
underwear to Steve Winwood’s Greatest Hits.
She hopes to one day move abroad where she
will be able to further her dream of becoming
a professional goat herder.

Davin Currie is a third year student of
Psychology and Business at UMF. He took
this picture while floating down the Amazon
River during his high school AFS exchange
to Brazil in 2004. He loves photography and
video, and he’s exploring other media while
here at school. He’s active in the Students for
Sensible Drug Policy and has an eBay business
selling organic herbal alternative therapies
and teas. Want to get your hands on some
Herbal Yo? Check out: www.stores.ebay.com/
earth-friendly-herbals. Enough shameless self
promotion...enjoy the picture!
Susan Dennison is the mother of two little
boys and lives with her family in Temple,
Maine. She and her husband run the Temple
Stream Theater. She has performed for many
years with The Bread and Puppet Theater.
Recent projects include text for a puppet opera
Anna Politkovskaya, which was performed in
a cathedral in NYC on the anniversary of the
Russian reporter’s death.

Mary Ellms does not make sense. She is an
ex-cheerleader with a penchant for cellos,
fellows, and marshmallows. She is trying to
convince her boss at Alice James Books to
buy an office turtle. When she is not onstage
at Alumni Theater, she is at her apartment,
washing dishes, watching Audrey Hepburn
movies, and working on her novel.

Jay D. Hawkins a philisoph and a vagabond,
a leader and a follower, a fool and a scholar.
He is originally from Southern Massachusetts. He spends a lot of time thinking about
humanity, where we’re going, and what he
should put his faith into. His favorite food
is chicken broccoli alfredo, and he shares his
name with Screamin’ Jay Hawkins, the singer
behind the “Constipation Blues.”
Jason “Jay” D. Hawkins, a senior Creative Writing major at
UMF, passed away unexpectedly on October 4, 2007. The
above biography was drawn from his own words.

Matthew Jude is a Creative Writing major
at the University of Maine in his Junior year.
His short fiction piece, “Mitten Holes,” was
performed by Striving Artists Theatre
Company as part of their showcase, Too Much
Pudding, and was also read as part of Industrial
Theater’s Industrial Noise radio program. This
is Matthew’s fourth publication in the Sandy,
his first three including two photographs and
the poem, “Of Wrinkled Trees.”

Ambivalence is the only thing that makes
sense to Robbie Kanner. He likes making
things that could be considered as art. Even if
you think his photography is crappy, we can
still be friends on Facebook. That is all.

Danielle LeBlanc is thinking of floating
down the Sandy River with good friends
in cheap inner tubes even though winter is
sneaking in. She is also collecting adjectives
to describe all the things she will miss about
Farmington in the coming years. Later tonight she will knit poems through strings of
sounds in her sleep.

Mollie Lyne is a sleep-walking-night-lightat-night-reality-TV-show- knitting guru. She
owns more t-shirts than Oprah has ever had
in her life time. She tends to talk too loud,
eat too much, and argue too long. She is an
Early Childhood major, and sometimes believes that she only went into the profession
because she misses being a child so much.
Mollie Lyne can also tell anyone how they
and she met, where, and when. Well, maybe
not to the exact date, but still.

Does Shannon McGrath turn you on?

Anna Plisova is a senior, a creative writing
major and an art minor: multitalented! She is
very upset not to have a European accent even
though she was born in Odessa, Ukraine. She
now lives in Portland, Maine but misses the
peach trees and feeding strays bologna. She
enjoys crêpes with jam for dinner and foreign
films. This is her first, but not last time, being
published in the Sandy River.

DJ Taylor is a sophomore at UMF majoring in Creative Writing. He spends most of
his free time listening to music in smokey
rooms with Chris Robinson, lead singer of
the Black Crowes. This summer, he spent
two weeks trapped inside of Jumanji (hence
the hair). He is quite fond of playing guitar
and eating cheesecake which has been topped
with cherries.

Andrew Thomson has mutton chops. The
end. Or is it?

Jeffrey Tucker is originally from Orange
County, California; he currently teaches creative writing at Brigham Young University in
Utah. When not writing, teaching, or driving
somewhere to write and teach, he dreams
of the next electric guitar he’ll build.

Emily Young is not afraid to return to the
same themes. Emily Young is widely considered to be one of the finest stone carvers
in this country. Emily Young is professor
emerita of art at Portland State University.
Emily Young is an assistant professor in the
Geography and Regional Development
Department. Emily Young is an arts educator in the Portland metro area specializing in
radio and voice. Emily Young is an assistant
professor in geography. Emily Young is back
for her second season with the Lady Jackets.
Emily Young is a registered nurse and brings
a lot of experience and wisdom to Our Lady’s
Support Group on Wednesday nights.

